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A Message from His Majesty, King Dietrich,
Concerning the Baronage of Hidden Mountain
[Originally posted in the Hidden Mountain Facebook page, May 3, 2016 – Ed.]

“Good evening, Hidden Mountain!
I have loved visiting your fine barony since I lived in Savannah, GA in
Meridies, and was absolutely thrilled the day I was presented with the
Friend of the Mountain award.
Unfortunately, I visit your baronial Facebook page today with some sad
news. I wanted to personally reach out to you and let you know that Baron
Bor Marcson has submitted to Queen Thora and I a letter of resignation as
Baron.
I hope you will all join me in understanding his need to step back, and in
supporting Baroness Asta Knarrarbringa, for the duration of her time as
Hidden Mountain's Baroness.
This is an opportunity for the barony to come together and support Her
Excellency and each other through this. And to wish happiness and better
times to Bor, and to welcome him when he is ready to return to active
participation in the Kingdom.
I wanted you to hear this directly from your King, instead of anything
second hand.
My best wishes to all of you,
Dietrich.”
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Asta’s Progress

Hail to The Mountain!

Crown Tourney
May 6th-8th
Randleman, NC

Gardens of Thyme
May 20th-22nd
Elchenburg CastleBoonville, NC

Ruby Joust
May 27th-30th
Amelia, VA

Summer University
June 10th-12th
Elchenburg CastleBoonville, NC

Warrior’s Games

What an exciting and busy tourney season
we are having! I have been having a blast
and that is mostly thanks to the populace of
Hidden Mountain! You guys have made
yourselves available to help me at all times!
I cannot thank my Hidden Mountain family
enough! We aren’t through with the season,
yet May finds almost every weekend full!
Don’t forget Baronial Commons is on May
14th in John’s Island, SC. All are welcome and
garb is not required.
I am looking for both award
recommendations & scribes. Please let me
know if you would like an assignment.

In Service to Atlantia & Hidden Mountain,

July 16th

Baroness Asta

Harleyville, SC
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From the Seneschal’s Desk
Desk
Greetings, Barony of Hidden Mountain.
A couple of points of information – First, if your membership is expiring
last / this / next month, renew it; especially if you are an officer or
member of a Canton or Barony Financial Committee, or plan to be one,
you need to be a member of the organization.
Next – if want to run the Silver Chalice Tourney event, any bids are due by
or at Baronial Commons May 14, 2016. If I could get something before
then, that would be great, but at the meeting is fine too. We need to make
decisions about this event and get it spiked on the Kingdom Calendar as
soon as possible.
Finally – If anyone has business they wish to bring up at Commons, please
get that information to me no later than 5/12/16; I’d like to have
something like an agenda ready at the meeting.
Thank you, and have a wonderful Spring.
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The Chronicler's Scroll
My, how quickly two years go by.
Editing the Mayhem has been a wonderful and fulfilling endeavor. It was
also very educational. Not so much on the technological side, but learning
about our Barony and its people, the Kingdom and about the SCA as a
whole. If you want to learn, serve and exalt at staring down a monthly
deadline, Chronicler is the job for you.
We are going out with a bang – Reports, a guide to picking up Kumihimo
braiding by Mistress Ealdthryth (who hails from our neighbor Barony,
Nogginghill Coill), poetry by Lord Sho and m’lady Qulan, a song by Lady
Jeremea, and our resident peer talking about “What is an autocrat?” Big
thanks to all of this month’s contributors!
There are those who have contributed to nearly every issue while I was
Chronicler: Baroness Asta, Mistress Alisoun, Lord Sho and Lady Jeremea.
These gentles provided not just copy for me to print, but answered many
of my questions, at all hours of the day and night, and gently guided my
efforts.
To all those who have contributed a dozen times or just once: Thank you!
Thank you! Thank you!
Addendum 1: The Mountain Red Tape issue will be published next week.
Addendum 2: A full report on the Baronial Birthday will be published next
month, the new Chronicler willing.
In service to our wonderful Barony,

Abbott
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Reports
Minutes of the Tear-Sea’s Shore Meeting of 17 April, 2016
As kept by Mistress Alisoun MacCoul of Elphane
The meeting convened in the clubhouse at Jorunn’s apartment complex. Members attending
included Geoffrey, Jorunn, Qulan, Adendra, Brigit, Diana, Thylacine, Alleyne, Vilana, Ingvar and
Alisoun.
Officer’s Reports:
Herald: Thylacine indicated that the new signs which had previously been authorized were under
construction and would be ready in time for Warriors’ Games.
Marshall: Alleyne indicated that all necessary waivers had been filed. He also noted that Clare
and Thorkell had folk interested in heavy fighting so fighter practice might be starting up again
shortly.
Mistress of Arts and Sciences: Jorunn reported that attendance at the monthly A & S meetings
at her apartment complex was increasing and included new members. The March meeting had
been an open A & S with some folk practicing calligraphy, one new member learning knitting and
another being interested in fighting so devouring resources devoted to that subject as well as the
Known World Handbook. There was the possibility of a weekend garb sewing workshop. The
lampwork workshop that Jorunn had planned to teach in April needed to be postponed due to
scheduling issues, but the next regular A & S meeting would be on 27 April. Jorunn also noted that
Ingvar Erlingsson and Erik Norton of Helsfjord were now apprenticed to Bishop Geoffrey.
Webminister: Jorunn noted that she was in the process of trying to update the canton web page
and asked people to look at the calendar on the web site.
Seneschal: Ingvar indicated that he wished to recruit a deputy. While he had no intention of
stepping down, it seemed a good idea to recruit a deputy to learn and assist with the duties of the
office. Later in the meeting Ingvar called back to indicate that Thorkel had contacted him to
express interest in the office and would be putting in a formal bid for the next meeting. He also
noted that the baronial seneschal, Paul Lorenson, had announced that he would be stepping down
soon due to health issues so a successor would be required for that office.
Exchequer: Geoffrey noted that the canton had $3,212.07 in the account at the end of March with
no checks outstanding. However, he had to step down as canton exchequer as he had been
informed by the powers that be that the canton was in violation of policy by having the seneschal of
another group serving as exchequer. Adendra offered to take on the post of exchequer and was
rapidly voted on by the paid members present and a request for warrant executed with appropriate
supporting documents prior to her being allowed to leave the meeting. As a result of her being
added to the Financial Committee some discussion followed and after a telephone conference with
Anastasia, it was decided to retain Ingvar and Adendra on the committee ex officio with Geoffrey,
Alisoun and Vilana as the at large members.
Old Business:
Warriors’ Games: Geoffrey reported that the event was on the calendar and there was a brief
discussion of scheduling preparations around member’s vacation travel. It was noted that Adendra
still had the cow hoods and tabards that had previously been used for the cattle raids at Feast of
Saint Andrew and some planning for bovine mayhem looked likely to ensue.
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Mount Pleasant Christmas Parade: Vilana reported that the final rules for general
participation and equestrian participation would not be out until 1 May, but that the canton needed
to think about getting the equestrian insurance well in advance of the event. Alisoun moved that
the canton authorize acquisition of the equestrian insurance at the usual corporate rate of $50 as
soon as we had information on the exact wording required by the Mount Pleasant parade
authorities.
Silver Chalice: Following on discussions at the March meeting Qulan is putting together a bid for
Silver Chalice looking at Givhans Ferry and a couple of other potential sites. She will get with
Alisoun to discuss past costs. There was some discussion of the advisability of the preferred date of
17 September in the light of university being scheduled for that weekend at a site as yet unknown.
Nonetheless, it was decided that, since neither of the other cantons had indicated they were bidding
for the event, it was necessary to have at least a tentative budget in time for the baronial commons
in mid-May.
New Business:
Manannan mac Lir: Alisoun brought up the issue of Manannan and suggested that the canton
needed to start planning a bit earlier so that the event could be on the usual date and with budget
and time commitments established well in advance of the event. There was a discussion of some
potential new sites that Qulan had come across that might be suitable for Manannan.
Other Events: Alisoun also suggested that the canton look at some small scale one day events that
could be held at smaller sites with smaller costs. In the past the canton had had no trouble putting
on three or four events in a year and, now that kingdom law had changed again, there was no
reason why we could not look at giving more people the opportunity to autocrat and plan and cook
feasts on a smaller, low stakes basis.
Calendar Planning: As usual, there was a quick review of upcoming events. Imminent were
Tourney of the Dragon in Nottinghill Coill, Crown Tourney in North Carolina, Commons on 14 May
on Johns Island followed by summer university in North Carolina in June. July would bring
Warriors’ Games and Pennsic for those who were attending.
Future Meetings:
Meetings were then scheduled through August as follows:
The May meeting at Bishop Geoffrey’s abode in West Ashley.
The June meeting on 19 June at Jorunn’s clubhouse.
The July meeting on 17 July at Ingvar and Yrsa’s house.
The August meeting on 21 August, tentatively at Anastasia and Thomas’ home.
The official meeting then adjourned for some energetic side conversations on food, fighting and
other topics.
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Tear-Sea’s Shore 1st Quarter 2016 Financial Report
As Provided by Master Geoffrey d’Ayr of Montalban
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Recent Awards Received
by the Gentles of Hidden Mountain
Hidden Mountain Baronial Birthday XXXII
Court of Baroness Asta knarrarbringa
March 26, 2016
M’lady Qulan Chaghan was entered into the Order of the Sable Mountain, citing
her strong efforts and work since she joined Hidden Mountain.
Lady Katherine of the Doves was invited into the Order of the Sable Mountain
for her many services to the Barony and especially its children.
Lord Hróðgeirr Hrafnsson was inducted into the Order of the Pinnacle of the
Mountain as an example for all to emulate in arms, service and the arts.
Baroness Fiona Lachtna was added to the rolls of the Order of the Pinnacle of the
Mountain for her many years of service to Hidden Mountain in its early years as a
Barony as well as her support and services since her return to Atlantia.

Spring Coronation
Last Court of Their Majesties Christoph and Adelhait
April 2, 2016
Lady Clare inghen Rhuadri was raised to the nobility and given an Award of
Arms.

Tournament of the Dragon
Baronial Court of Their Excellencies Lucien and Brig
April 23, 2016
Diana of Dair Eideand was brought into the Order of the Silver Knot. Their
Excellencies noted that this was not a youth award, that Nottinghill Coill gives
awards based on the effort and works of the individual and not necessarily by age.
[The Silver Knot is entered into for service to the Barony of Nottinghill Coill by a
gentle not residing in the Barony. – Ed.]
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The Bamboo Flute
Tanka by Hattori Shojuro-san
[ I want to offer a special thank you to Sho for his consistent and high quality
contributions to each issue of the Mayhem during my tenure. – Ed.]

Walking Endlessly
Through nightmares that dreams become
Faces in a crowd
Never stopping to perceive
Never stepping out of line
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Poems in Tribute to Their Majesties
By Qulan Chaghan
[Scrolls of these poems, with accompanying illumination, were given at Spring Coronation – Ed.]

To the Passing of a Crown
The Panther chained doth step down,
Unto legacy he leaves an honorable Crown,
For Atlantia’s pride has served just and true,
But winds of change bring valor anew.
Courageous and stalwart his successor must be
For the measure of the mantle is heavy indeed.
Yay, take heart to all who witness here,
A champion of men, his presence revered,
Has come to claim His Majesty’s grace,
To stand for all of Atlantia’s populace.
The Argent Falcon arrives, courageous and wise,
May he spread his wings as his reign doth rise!

Changing of the Guard
Be it the Silver Fox’s wit or graceful Unicorn’s dance
Atlantia’s Queen enlivened court in every circumstance.
A clever Lady always of enchanting manner so true,
She has seen the change of season, so our Fox now bids us adieu.
With heavy heart we witness, Argent Unicorn take her bow,
But our burden of sorrow be lightened, as an Azure Coney doth don her Crown.
Yet, know unto all this, take not this beauty lightly
For although she’s ever graceful and demeanor ever kindly,
This Hare’s heart burns so brightly, could stoke the hottest forge,
And stand the coldest winters that blow ‘cross the Nordic fjords.
As Odin and Thor has blessed her, so too shall we all sing,
Cheers of joy and valor to Atlantia’s newest Queen.
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The Mountain
Mountain Is All Around Me
by Lady Jeremea Gerber
[This was the song Lady Jeremea wrote and performed as part of her quest to become the
Baronial Bardic Champion. She dedicates it to those returning home to the Mountain. – Ed.]

I was looking, searching for a place.
A helping hand and a friendly face.
Hidden Mountain, Hidden Mountain, my old home.
I went down to the shore.
The waters were like tears.
But what I didn’t know, and what I couldn’t see was
The Mountain was all around me,
The Mountain was all around me.
I travelled to the marsh
Through the fog and the mist.
But what I must have missed, and what I couldn’t see was
The Mountain was all around me,
The Mountain was all around me.
I sought haven in the moors.
The veil lifted and I saw.
The barony although hidden it might be
The Mountain is all around me,
The Mountain is all around me.
Hidden Mountain, Hidden Mountain, I am home.
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Kumihimo on a Disk
Mistress Ealdthryth of Humberstone, OP
(mka Christine Grewcock)

Background
Kumihimo (pronounced ku-me-he-mo) is the ancient art of Japanese braiding. It means a
gathering of threads and can refer to the braid or the technique used to create it. A braid is created
when three or more strands of fiber intersect obliquely. Braids have been created and used in
cultures across the world since antiquity. The first kumihimo of silk was found in Japan in 1988
and dates from the 6th century. Kumihimo was very popular during the time of the Sumarai
warriors. The Samurai used the braids to tie together the lamellar sections of armor as well as for
sword belts and sword tassels. Each suit of armor used 800-1000 feet of braid. After Buddhism
arrived in Japan kumihimo was used on the edges of scrolls, on sculpture, and for rosaries. In a
secular context braid was used for decorations on mirrors, partitions, and chests as well as for trim
and ties on clothing.
Setup
The kit contains a foam disk already set up to create an 8-strand spiral braid in two colors. Each
strand is about 3 feet long. The base on which you braid is a circular piece of foam with 32 slots cut
evenly around the edge. Note that there are 4 dots on the disk. The strands are placed in the slots
on either side of the dot in the pattern below:
A A
B
B

B
B
A A

A is one color and B is the second color. Each pair of threads will be opposite the same color pair
on the disk, so you have 2 different colored X patterns.
Make sure the threads are taut on the surface of the disk, but not so tight that they bend the disk.
Attach a counterweight to the loop underneath if you want one.
To warp an empty disk, cut 8 threads of the desired length and knot the threads at one end. Place
the knotted end through the hole in the center of the disk and hold it on the underside with one
hand. With the other hand place the threads in the slots according to the letters in the pattern.
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Braiding
Hold the disk flat in front of you at about the height of your sternum with one pair of A threads
closest to your body. You will work with the threads of one colored X at a time by moving them into
slots on the disk. Think of the disk as being divided into four sections, each of which is a cardinal
direction with south closest to your body. These instructions will refer the threads closest to you as
lower and those opposite as upper.
1) Grasp the thread on the lower left leg of the X and pull it out of its slot. Move it clockwise
around the outside edge of the disk and place it in the slot to the left of the two threads in the
upper side of the X so that it looks like this:
A A A
B
B

B
B
A

2) Grasp the upper right thread on the X (which now looks like a bird foot), pull it out of its slot,
move it clockwise around the outside of the disk, and place it in the slot to the right of the
remaining thread on the bottom of the X. You are back to an X formation but one slot
counterclockwise:
A A
B
B

B
B
A A

3) Turn the disk counterclockwise so that the pair of threads that were to the left are now closest to
your body in the lower position, so that it looks like this:
B B
A
A

A
A
B B

4) Repeat steps 1, 2 and 3 until your braid is the desired length or you come to the point where
there is hardly any thread to place in the slots and you cannot go any further. Carefully take the
braid off the disk. To finish it you can either knot the loose ends together or wrap thread around
the edges tightly and cut the threads off even at the bottom to give it a tassel-like appearance.
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Other 8-strand Braids
You can create braids with different looks by varying the starting formation, using an unequal
number of strands of each color, or by using more than two colors. Here are some suggested
patterns. You can also experiment with your own!
Three color spiral:
AA
B
C

C
B
AA

Two color lattices:
AB
A
A

AB
A
A

A
A

BA

A
A
AA

16-strand Braids
When you are comfortable with the concept of working each X to create an 8-strand braid, you can
create a 16-strand braid using the same instructions. The only difference is that you will be working
with 4 “X” patterns instead of 2. Pick any of the patterns below, choose the appropriate number of
colors, and cut your threads 2-3 feet long. Remember that the longer your threads are, the more
likely they will be to tangle. Here are several patterns for 16-strand braids:
Four color spiral:
AA
BB

DD

CC

CC
DD
BB
AA

Two colors:
AA
BB

AA
BB

AA

AA
BB

BB

AA

AA

BB

BB

BB
AA

BB
AA
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Three colors:
BB
CC

AA
BB

AA

BB
AA

BB

BB

CC

CC

CC
BB

BB

BB
AA

Four color spiral with a diamond pattern:
AA
BB

CC

DD

AA

CD

CD
BB

Two-color lattice spiral braid:
AB
BB

BB

BB

BB

BA

AB
BA

Thread Types
The thread in the kit is 100% cotton carpet thread. Cotton and linen can be used to do kumihimo
braiding, but the most traditional fiber used to do is silk. Biron is a synthetic thread used in Japan
as a substitute for silk. Embroidery floss will give a similar result to very fine thread. You can use
any thread for kumihimo, including knitting ribbon and metallic thread. Just remember that if you
use wool or acrylic thread with a lot of give, the tension may not be as even and the pattern could be
slightly. You can use any thickness of thread or combine several lengths into one strand to make a
thicker strand. Don’t be afraid to experiment with combining different types of threads in a braid.
You can get interesting effects, for example, by using a fuzzy thread with a smooth thread.
Tips
•

•
•
•
•
•

If you need to set the disk aside, make sure you stop with three threads together (as after Step 1
above). That way when you pick it back up, you know that the side with one thread goes closest
to your body.
If you are unsure which thread you moved most recently, check the pattern over the hole in the
center of the disk. The thread lying on top of the others is the one you moved most recently.
To test how a braid will look before warping it, twist the colors together and lay it across your
hand.
The length of the finished braid will be roughly half the length of the warp. The final length will
vary according to the number of strands, the type of thread, and the counterweight used.
When you cut your threads, if you have more than one strand of the same color, measure double
the length and fold it, leaving the loop at the end you tie to go through the center hole.
For long lengths of thread wind the excess onto yarn bobs or spools, which will hang from the
edges of your disk
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•
•
•
•

You can attach a small weighted spool or other object to the tied end of the threads below the
center hole to act as a counterweight and keep the threads from sliding when you pull them taut.
The heavier the counterweight, the more flexible the braid.
When creating a spiral braid, you can turn the disk clockwise instead of counterclockwise. Just
make sure that you keep turning the same direction once you start going in one direction.
When using fine thread, the pattern will stand out better if you use bright colors.

Going Further
The patterns in this handout are only a few of those you can use on your card. You can vary them
by trying different color combinations, different thicknesses of thread, or different types of threads.
Consult the books listed in Resources for additional patterns.
If you have any questions, please contact me at ealdthryth@gmail.com and I’ll try to help.
Most importantly, have fun creating beautiful braids!
Resources
BraidersHand. 21 Aug. 2007. Saunders Solutions, Inc. 17 Oct 2007.
<http://www.braidershand.com>
Makers of kumihimo stands and tama. Sells books, jewelry clasps, video/DVD, kumihimo
disks and plates, kumihimo silk and metallic threads for kumihimo braiding.
Carey Company. 4 Jan. 2007. Saunders Solutions, Inc. 17 Oct 2007.
<http://www.careycompany.com/>
UK company specializing in Kumihimo, supplying threads, equipment and book.
Carey, Jacqui. Beginner’s Guide to Braiding: The Craft of Kumihimo. Torquay: Search Press, 1997.
ISBN 0855328282.
Great beginner’s book covering materials and equipment, square, round, flat, honeycomb,
and hollow 8-strand braids.
--. Braids & Beyond: A Broad Look at Narrow Wares. Devon: Carey Company, 2005. ISBN
0952322544
Iintroduction to a range of narrow textiles with photographs, diagrams, and instruction.
Covers Braids, Twisting, Knotting, French Knitting, Lucet, Weaving, Tablet or Card
Weaving, Kumihimo or Bobbin braiding, Loop Manipulation, Sprang and Ply-Split.
Published for the Braids & Beyond Exhibition in England in 2003.
--. 200 Braids to Twist, Knot, Loop, or Weave.
Instructions on twisting, knotting, interlooping, weaving, braiding, ply-split darning,
beads, finishes and uses.with well-illustrated braids and bands. Each example has a
materials list, step-by-step instructions and clear easy-to-follow color illustrations.
Kumihimo Email List. <http://groups.yahoo.com/group/kumi2>.
Discussion of Kumihimo and techniques.
Kumihimo: Japanese Braiding. Perf. Rodrick Owen. DVD. Yarn Barn of Kansas. 2005.
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Excellent video workshop showing setup of maru-dai and instructions for creating 8strand spiral, square, hollow and flat braids with tassel ends, blunt ends, braided loop ends
or wrapped ends and finishing them.
Owen, Rodrick. Braids: 250 Patterns from Japan, Peru and Beyond. Berkeley, CA: Lacis
Publications; Petaluma, CA: Unicorn Books, 2004. ISBN 1891656589; ISBN 1893063089.
Comprehensive book about Andean braids and kumihimo. The first section contains
history, equipment, methods, and materials. The second section has step-by-step diagrams
and instructions for a variety of patterns for 4- strand, 8-strand, and 16-strand braids plus
one for 31 strands. Also includes instructions for making braids on the disk (round) and
plate (square).
Tada, Makiko. Comprehensive Treatise of Braids I: Mau-dai Braids. Tokyo: Texte Inc, 1999. ISBN
4925252119
120 diagrams plus color photos of braids and history of kumihimo. Japanese with English
translation.
--. More Kumihimo for Disk and Plate. Ondori, 2005. ISBN 4277430546.
Five braids for disk and five for plate, including a Zig Zag Braid. Japanese with diagrams.
BraidersHand includes sheet of English notes.
--. Kumihimo Disk Mini Book. 2006.
Ten braids, including a flat spiral and a braid with beads. Japanese with diagrams.
BraidersHand includes sheet of English notes.
The Yarn Barn of Kansas. 2005. The Yarn Barn of Kansas. 17 Oct 2007. http://www.yarnbarnks.com
Website for full-service knitting, weaving, spinning, and dyeing store that sells equipment,
books, videos, and supplies.
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Please Ask Me for My Opinion
Advice and Miscellany from A Peer
WHAT IS AN AUTOCRAT?
Noun:
• (Merriam-Webster Thesaurus) One who rules over a people with a sole, supreme, and
usually hereditary authority. Someone who insists on complete obedience from others; an
imperious or domineering person.
•

(www.Synonym.com) A cruel and oppressive dictator.

Synonyms: potentate, dictator, tyrant, despot, czar/tsar, sovereign, ruler, Big Brother
Adjective: Autocratic
• (www.Synonym.com) Offensively self-assured or given to exercising usually unwarranted
power.
Synonyms: domineering, dominating, high-and-mighty, bossy, peremptory

Within the SCA context, an “autocrat” is an event coordinator.
Wow! Odd that that we would choose this word, with all its negative connotations, given the SCA’s
goal of engendering courtesy and graciousness.
So, let’s look at what we mean when we use that term. What is an autocrat’s job? Let’s start with a
list of things they have to do to put together an event. This is NOT a comprehensive list, but it’s a
start.
1. Find a site that meets the needs of that particular event.
a. Fighting field
b. Feast kitchen and eating area
i. Any local governmental health restrictions
ii. Any local governmental or site-specific food service restrictions
c. Adequate parking
d. Camping or nearby hotels/grocery/eating establishments
e. Adequate sanitary facilities or available rental units
f. Affordable
2. Build a team to handle specific tasks (unless it’s a VERY small event, don’t try to do it all
yourself!)
a. Reservations
b. Feast
c. Parking
d. Marshalling
e. Heralds
f. Royalty wrangling liaison
g. Set up
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h. Clean up
i. Arts & Sciences
i. Competitions
1. Judges
2. Prizes
ii. Displays
j. Site tokens
k. Contests
i. Sponsors
ii. Judges
iii. Prizes
3. Create a BUDGET! And getting it passed.
4. Getting it on the Kingdom Calendar, advertising
5. Developing a theme or a new way to present a traditional event (in order to maintain
interest)
That’s the 6-month in advance list.
6. Keeping on top of Maintaining communications with team members and prodding/nagging
giving gentle reminders as needed
7. Paying the site on time
8. Getting proper insurance(s) on time
9. Do a site visit, accompanied by the feastocrat and reservationist
a. Directions there, and posting it on Kingdom announcements, flyers, website
b. Draw a map of the site layout (cabins, feast hall, showers, bathrooms, fighting area,
parking, bardic)
c. Check each and every cabin, make a list of how many beds and/or floor space is
available in each cabin
d. Check all conditions – are there repairs needed? Wasp/Bee hives to spray before the
event?
e. Get the site rules IN WRITING!
f. Ask the site manager for directions to the nearest hospital. Drive the route, make a
map.
g. Where does trash go?
Three more months to go…
10. Find new team members to replace those who have lost interest/dropped the ball/lost their
job and are now too busy or depressed to play Continue the team work, making adjustments
as needed.
11. Enlist a co-autocrat for the day-of. Really.
12. Get a commitment from the Royalty about Their attendance. Energize the teams by
reminding them it’s now a confirmed Royal Progress Event! (Or buy a bottle of scotch to
drown your sorrows because They aren’t coming and you’re certain the event will flop.)
13. Send out more flyers, keep the Facebook/social media going – do you need new info?
Pictures? An historical tie-in?
14. Request time off from work. One or two days before and after is recommended. (Ok, unless
you’re under the age of 30. You young puppies recover much faster than us old folks.)
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Down to the wire now
15. MORE team communications. Weekly is not too often. In fact, every 2-3 days in the final
two weeks is often necessary.
16. Ask your doctor for a sleep-aid so you can get at least 4 hours nightly.
17. Apologize now to your friends, family, and significant other for your bad attitude. Plan for
flowers or make a dinner reservation now for the week after the event. (Take the credit for
these things…. you’ll need to build the bank.)
18. Make a list NOW of everyone who has helped so far. Ask your co-autocrat to help you keep a
list on the day of those people who jumped in at the last minute.
D-Day minus one….
19. Do everything that CAN be done the day before.
a. Set up troll
b. Decorate the feast hall, royalty room(s), etc.
c. Set up the eric
d. Mark out reserved eric spots
i. Royal and/or baronial pavilions
ii. List table
iii. Water bearers’ table
e. Mark out reserved parking spots
i. Royals, Baronage, feastocrat, troll, and autocrat (hey, you earned the perk)
f. Stock bathrooms with TP, paper towels, soap
g. Bug bomb (if necessary) any cabins, bathrooms, showers, etc.
20. Remind/advise staff what time you’d like to have a quick meeting in the morning and get
things started
21. Greet Baronage and Royalty
22. Introduce Royalty Liaison
23. Prepare court announcements
a. Morning Court:
i. Schedule of the day
ii. Introduce co-autocrat
iii. Is feast sold out or not?
iv. Encourage fun
b. Post-fighting Court;
i. Competition winners and prizes
ii. Combatant winners – unless they become Champions, discuss this with
Royalty/Baronage
iii. Feast start time
iv. Revel/bardic/dancing after
v. THANK STAFF!
24. Let troll and co-autocrat know where you will be and go to bed
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The Big Day
25. If the job has been done properly, the autocrat should only be dealing with the small things
that pop up. The co-autocrat should be checking in with the team members to ensure they
are doing their jobs.
The day after is dedicated to site cleanup
a. Check all rooms, cabins, kitchen, feast hall
i. Clean as needed
ii. Take trash to dumpster
b. Collect lost & found
c. Be the last to leave site, making certain it is “cleaner than you found it.”
d. Eat out for dinner
e. Begin your thank you/acknowledgements for publication
f. Fall exhausted into bed.
Does the autocrat do all the work himself? NO! Don’t forget, autocrats are tyrants and tell others
what to do. They grab power with both hands and scream orders at their hapless lackeys.
Honestly, the noun “Autocrat” means that this person is solely to blame for things that go wrong
with an event. A wise old Peer (and a very experienced autocrat) has said, “If you enjoyed the
event, tell the staff. They’ve made it possible. I you didn’t enjoy it, tell me so I can fix it or at least
learn from the mistake.”
Far from being a tyrant, anyone putting together a successful event must be charming, polite,
organized and determined. Sometimes a little bit of cruelty is needed, but that is the exception A
good sense of humor is one of the most important traits for a good autocrat. Patience,
perseverance, charm, and yes, bossiness are also required.
Don’t forgot, this is NOT a comprehensive list of duties. So thank the autocrat when you go to an
event and volunteer to do just ONE thing. This is your SCA, too.
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A Calendar of
Activities and Events
Barony/Canton Activities
May 3, 17  Moorhaven Night(s) are held the first and third Tuesdays of
the month starting at 7:00 pm. Contact Lady Morgaine for details.
May 12, 26  Misty Marsh by the Sea - Marsh Night, an informal get
together to chat, work on projects, relax with friends. Held alternate
Thursdays, starting at 6:30 pm. Contact Lord Pippin for details.
May 14  Hidden Mountain Commons, sponsored by the Canton of TearSea’s Shore at the Abbott and Jeremea’s Summer Villa. Address: 2410
Blackground Road, Johns Island, SC 29455. Call Abbott at 770-331-2498 if
you need help with directions.
May 15  The May Tear-Sea’s Shore meeting will be held Bishop
Geoffrey’s abode in West Ashley.
May 25  Tear-Sea’s Shore A&S Meeting hosted by Lady Jorunn at her
apartment complex meeting room. Meeting time is 7:00-9:00 pm.
June 19 The Tear-Sea’s Shore Business meeting will be held at Lady
Jorunn’s apartment complex meeting room.
July 17 The Tear-Sea’s Shore Business meeting will be at Ingvar and
Ysra’s home.
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Events
Warrior's Games

July 16, 2016 - Canton of Tear-Seas Shore
An event to test the mettle of any warrior, be they fierce and mighty on the field
or on the table-top.
Site: American Legion Hall. 10 John St, Harleyville, SC 29448
Site Restrictions: No ground fires; Discretely Wet.
Martial Activities: No marshalled activities planned
Autocrat: Geoffrey d'Ayr of Montalban (Robert Himmelsbach). 199 Cabrill Dr, Charleston, SC
29414. Phone: (843) 852-7896. Email: rob.martin.bishop AT comcast.net
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The Regna
Barony of Hidden Mountain

Canton of Tear-Sea's
Shore

Canton of Misty Marsh
by the Sea

Canton of Moorhaven
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Barony of Hidden Mountain
Baroness
Asta knarrarbringa (Kari Greer)
baroness@hiddenmountain.atlantia.sca.org
1213 Clarendon Ave, Florence, SC 29505
 (843) 773-0457

Officers
Seneschal
Master Geoffrey d’Ayr of Montalban (Rob Himmelsbach)
seneschal@hiddenmountain.atlantia.sca.org
199 Cabrill Dr, Charleston SC 29414
 (843) 852-7896 (No calls after 9pm please)

Marlow Herald
Lord Patrick of Moorhaven
herald@hiddenmountain.atlantia.sca.org
Deputy Herald
Lady Morgaine Ferguson (Melissa (Ivy) Curry)
2412 Hayseed Way, Myrtle Beach, SC 29579
 (843) 504-2586

Exchequer
Lord Victor Ormstung
exchequer@hiddenmountain.atlantia.sca.org
Deputy Exchequer
Mistress Alisoun MacCoul of Elphane (E. L. Wimett)
exchequer@hiddenmountain.atlantia.sca.org
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Knight Marshal
The Honorable Lord Hrothgar Ravensson (Robert Normandin)
marshal@hiddenmountain.atlantia.sca.org

Rapier Marshal
The Honorable Lord Alleyne Blackburn
marshal@tearseasshore.atlantia.sca.org

Minister of Arts and Sciences
Lady Isabella, Daughter of Arabella
moas@hiddenmountain.atlantia.sca.org

Webminister
Lord William Costello (Bill Sides)
webminister@hiddenmountain.atlantia.sca.org
 (770) 331-2498

Chronicler
Lord William Costello (Bill Sides)
abbottcostello@outlook.com
 (770) 331-2498
Deputy Chronicler
The Honorable Lady Jorunn nic Lochlainn (Cathie Brailey)
 (303) 908-5343 cathiebrailey@yahoo.com
.

Minister of the Lists
Lady Caisséne Ingen Fháeláin
mol@hiddenmountain.atlantia.sca.org
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Chatelaine
Lady Morgaine Ferguson (Melissa (Ivy) Curry)
2412 Hayseed Way, Myrtle Beach, SC 29579
 (843) 504-2586
Moorhavenchatelaine@gmail.com

Chancellor of Youth
Lady Katherine of the Doves
Clerk Signet
Lady Isabella, Daughter of Arabella
moas@hiddenmountain.atlantia.sca.org
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Canton of Tear-Sea's Shore
Seneschal
The Honorable Lord Ingvar Erlingsson (Norman Smith)
8487 William Moultrie Dr Charleston SC 29420
 (843) 343-0464
seneschal@tearseasshore.atlantia.sca.org
Exchequer
Mistress Aodh Adendra Marland
exchequer@tearseasshore.atlantia.sca.org
Herald
Baron Thylacinus Aquila of Dair Eidand
herald@tearseasshore.atlantia.sca.org
Minister of Arts and Sciences
The Honorable Lady Jorunn nic Lochlainn (Cathie Brailey)
 (303) 908-5343
moas@tearseasshore.atlantia.sca.org

Knight Marshal
The Honorable Lord Alleyne Blackburn
marshal@tearseasshore.atlantia.sca.org
Chatelaine
Clare inghean Ruaidhrí
 (843) 302-1447
chatelaine@tearseasshore.atlantia.sca.org
Webminister
The Honorable Lady Jorunn nic Lochlainn (Cathie Brailey)
 (303) 908-5343
cathiebrailey@yahoo.com
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Canton of Misty Marsh by the Sea
Seneschal
Lord Pippin the Red
seneschal@mistymarsh.atlantia.sca.org

Exchequer
Mistress Cecilia Blythe
exchequer@mistymarsh.atlantia.sca.org

Knight Marshal
The Honorable Lord Robert the Banished
marshal@mistymarsh.atlantia.sca.org

Minister of Arts and Sciences
Lady Runa Redbush
moas@mistymarsh.atlantia.org

Webminister
Mistress Cecilia Blythe
webminister@hiddenmountain.atlantia.sca.org

Chatelaine
Lord Pippin the Red
callintryluck@gmail.com
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Canton of Moorhaven
Seneschal
Lord Hrothgar Ravensson (Robert Normandin)
rpn416@yahoo.com

Exchequer
Lady Elizabet Walkere (Kay Morse)
kkdhobbit@hotmail.com
708 Johnson Street, Conway, SC 29527
 (843) 331-9185

Knight Marshal
Lord Hrothgar Ravensson (Robert Normandin)
rpn416@yahoo.com

Minister of Arts and Sciences
Lady Isabella, Daughter of Arabella
moas@hiddenmountain.atlantia.sca.org

Chatelaine
Lady Morgaine Ferguson
(Melissa (Ivy) Curry)
2412 Hayseed Way, Myrtle Beach, SC 29579
 843-504-2586
Moorhavenchatelaine@gmail.com
Webminister
Lady Um Samine Bint Asad al Isfanayia
salachappy@gmail.com
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Useful Links
The Society for Creative Anachonism
SCA Website - http://www.sca.org/
SCA Newcomer Resources - http://welcome.sca.org/
Facebook Page (Unofficial) - https://www.facebook.com/groups/scadiscussiongroup/
Google+ - https://plus.google.com/u/0/+ScaOrg/posts
Yahoo! Group - (Unmoderated) - http://merryrose.atlantia.sca.org/
Yahoo! Group (Moderated) http://seahorse.atlantia.sca.org/listinfo.cgi/announce-atlantia.sca.org
Very Unofficial Facebook Page for the 50th Anniversary https://www.facebook.com/events/451255811584873/
50 Year Website - http://www.sca50year.org/

The Kingdom of Atlantia
Website - http://atlantia.sca.org/
Calendar of Events - http://acorn.atlantia.sca.org/calendar.php
Newcomer's Page - http://chatelain.atlantia.sca.org/
Facebook Page (Unofficial) - https://www.facebook.com/groups/AtlantiaSCA/
History of our Kingdom - http://history.atlantia.sca.org/
Kingdom Awards Recommendations - http://atlantia.sca.org/awards/award-recomendation

Barony of Hidden Mountain
Website - http://hiddenmountain.atlantia.sca.org/
Calendar - http://hiddenmountain.atlantia.sca.org/HMCalendar.html
Facebook Page (Unofficial) - https://www.facebook.com/groups/HiddenMountainSCA/
Yahoo! Group - https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/HIDDENMOUNTAIN/info
Baronial Progress - https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AnkjBwBfigMdFZuall1MWY2VFdORV9ZUUZ4b3loclE&usp=sharingWe#gid=5
Baronial Award Recommendations - http://tinyurl.com/hiddenmtnawards

Canton of Tear-Sea's Shore
Website - http://tearseasshore.atlantia.sca.org/
Facebook Page (Unofficial) - https://www.facebook.com/groups/175469869498/
Yahoo! Group - https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/TearSeasShore/info

Canton of Misty Marsh by the Sea
Website - http://mistymarsh.atlantia.sca.org/
Facebook Page (Unofficial) - https://www.facebook.com/groups/MistyMarsh/
Yahoo! Group - https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/MistyMarsh/info

Canton of Moorhaven
Website - http://moorhaven.atlantia.sca.org/
Facebook Page (Unofficial) - https://www.facebook.com/groups/moorhaven/
Yahoo! Group - https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/CantonofMoorhaven/info
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Other Resources
 SCAtoday Net (News from all over the Knowne World) - http://www.scatoday.net/
 Medievalists Net Home (Readable and high-quality articles about period research and finds) http://www.medievalists.net/
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/pages/Medievalistsnet/5740303430
 St. Thomas Guild - Woodworking and other Crafts - http://thomasguild.blogspot.com/
 Medieval Brewing - http://mbhp.forgottensea.org/
 Sacred Texts - A terrific resource for any spiritual or religious persona research. Many
documents and great artwork in the Public Domain http://www.sacred-texts.com/index.htm
 The Armour Archive - How-To, sharing and research of period armoring http://forums.armourarchive.org/phpBB3/index.php
 The Middle English Dictionary - http://quod.lib.umich.edu/m/med/
 Medieval Names Archive - Numerous lists and sources of names http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/
 Medieval & Renaissance Material Culture: Karen Larsdatter's Material Culture Linkspages http://larsdatter.com/
 Ancient History Encyclopedia - http://www.ancient.eu/
 Internet History Sourcebooks Project of Fordham University http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/sbook.asp
 A Miscellany by Cariadoc and Elizabeth http://www.daviddfriedman.com/Medieval/miscellany_pdf/Miscellany.htm
 Medieval Archives - http://www.medievalarchives.com/

Link of the Month – www.tearseasshore.atlantia.sca.org
Tear-Sea’s Shore Webpage, newly redesigned and fully updated.
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